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SESSION INFORMATION 

TARGET DATA: 
Date : 2-~ fl'\-~"-"'L 11--
Task/ Target Number: fi -'t..." -0 
Session Number: 62----'='----------
PERSONNEL DATA: 
Source Number: () l/ 4' __ _..:;;.....;_,._ _______ _ 
Monitor Number: NIA --'...:.,,µ....:.._ _______ _ 

C. SESSION DATA: 
Session Start Time: ----=-------Session Stop Time:~ _ _._._.,._ _____ _ 
Method Used: Cf2-v f.. ~ ~ 
Distractions/Hunches: · ~-uv- ~ 0~"""- l 

'~ 
D. EVALUATION DATA: 

Viewer Confidence (H/M/L) : -----~----
Evaluator's Estimate: ---------

E. SESSION SUMMARY: 

Summary of Information 

There is nothing that indicates that the target is planning 
any near-term activity. There are images alternating between an 
individual monitoring some sort of electronic equipment and that 
of someone driving along a dusty road with deep tire ruts cut 
into it. It reminds me of the southwestern U. S. with its 
aridity, dustiness and general feeling. 

An individual is digging, but not digging, a hole in an 
isolated, dry area. I can smell the wetness of the sand as they 
remove the upper dry layer, exposing the more damp levels below. 
There are movements that are sweeping, shifting and moving the 
sand. 

The individual is staying put for awhile. They are "flying 
under the radar" so to speak. However, they have contingency 
plans and are ready to jump at a moment's notice. I get the 
feeling that they definitely want to be left alone and anonymous. 
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TASKING SHEET 

SOURCE NO. I) J/,.. 
DATE /' d!A,! ?2.. 
SUSPENSE: I? 1'11A If ,,, <. 

c,8 
TASK NUMBER: 94' "' ~ ' - () 
METHOD/TECHNIQ;E: /?Jl~dJ'~ 
TARGET DATA: 

1. DESCRIBE KEY TARGET FEATURES: 

Include forms, shapes, densities, dimensional 
aspects, colors, Dynamics. 

Provide an overhead, ground-level perspective. 

2. IDENTIFY KEY TARGET CONTENT: 

· Describe purpose, function, and people at the site 
(if any). 

- Other: ----------------------
3. PERSONALITY TARGET: 

Address physical, mental, emotional, intellectual and 
philosophical and professional aspects of target personality. 

Describe avocations and dominant interests. 

Describe notable accomplishments ascribed to the 
target personality. 

4. DESCRIBE THE TARGET: 

... 


